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39 ARGO - CARINA LINKING STARS TO BIBLE CHAPTERS

(AD) Degrees
Star Visual Exact to True Bible

Name Mag. Hour Date Decl. North Chapter Details
Canopus −0.72 6.399 2010.14 -52.70 143.70 Num 27 Zelophad's daughters
β Car 1.67 9.220 1338.14 -69.72 160.72 Deut 8 Be careful of prosperity
ε Car 1.86 8.375 1311.34 -59.51 150.51 Num 34 Boundary of Canaan
ι Car 2.23 9.285 1340.20 -59.28 150.28 Num 33 Record of Wandering
θ Car 2.74 10.716 1385.61 -64.39 155.39 Deut 2 Bypass Esau and Moab
υ Car 2.92 9.785 1356.07 -65.07 156.07 Deut 3 East bank of Jordan
ω Car 3.29 10.229 1370.16 -70.04 161.04 Deut 8 Be careful of prosperity
p Car 3.3 10.534 1379.82 -61.69 152.69 Num 36 Marry only within tribe
V337 Car 3.39 10.285 1371.92 -61.33 152.33 Num 35 Cities of Refuge
a Car 3.43 9.183 1336.96 -58.97 149.97 Num 33 Record of Wandering
χ Car 3.46 7.946 2059.23 -52.98 143.98 Num 27 Zelophad's daughters
l Car 3.69 9.754 1355.09 -62.51 153.51 Deut 1 Do not fear any man
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39 ARGO - CARINA

SIGN MEANING:

HOT DRY DESERT SAND

BIBLE NUMBER 39 MEANING: (Our interpretation)

"DISEASE"

SOLOMON'S WISDOM: (Proverbs Chapter 30 speech on the Heavenly Signs)

[Three are never satisfied, four never say 'Enough'] "Earth that is never satisfied with water" (v.16c)

BIBLE BOOK: MALACHI KEY VERSES: ch. 1 v 8

"They will be called 'Territory of Wickedness'... people against whom LORD will have indignation forever."

SIGN DESCRIPTION:

DRIFT WOOD  {Hull of the Ship 'Argo' has broken up into countless pieces of no worth}

SIGN INTERPRETATION: (per Genesis 39)

Joseph was handsome and well built.  Moreover, every task he was given met with success, so that
his Egyptian master trusted him with his house.  But his career was waylaid by the wife of Potifar, who
longingly set eyes on him, but he refused her.  So the wife of Potifar told her husband, falsely, that
Joseph had advanced on her.  The husband, Joseph's master, was furious and Joseph was thrown in jail.

Before the Fall Adam was absolute world ruler over every living creature.  Eve was also in submission.
Authority since ancient times has been patriarchal.  God ordained order out of chaos.

Potifar's wife shows us in the Last Days, the testimony of a single woman, unverified by evidence or
eyewitness, is sufficient to destroy a man's career and penalize him for life.  Feminism is a recent
phenomenon.  It was only in 1929 in Canada that women were recognized as 'persons' under the law.

In the Garden of Eden, Eve ate the forbidden fruit, and gave some to Adam and he ate it.  So the woman
God made to be Adam's helper, reversed the roles,and  usurped the authority.  Woman want equality.
But no house can have two masters.  In the five nations representing the daughters of Zelophehad:
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India feminism has shaken the social order.

The Bible number 39 means DISEASE.  What is the connection?  A husband and wife are one flesh.  
A disease is when part of the flesh is not functioning as designed, rather, has become captive to a foreign
invader.  Infections are the spread of foreign bodies, vira, in our body.  Until the flesh heals, the
body is immobilized, and in advanced cases dies.  Equality of partners means permanent social instability.

LINK OF INDIVIDUAL STARS TO BIBLE CHAPTERS:
Canopus: No Man Left Standing

Bible Chapter: Numbers 27
Subject: Daughters of Zelophehad receive land: Moses is refused land
Insight: Is there any greater irony?  Some women receive land, but venerable Moses receives no land.

There is no man in the family to inherit; their dead father had no sons.  Their father had brothers.
Ordinarily the land would revert to them.  But a new law was made to permit the daughters to
inherit if there is no son.  Land ownership is synonymous with authority.  Women were being
elevated in social and economic status to equality with men.  This does not end well (see above).

Note: The Bible Chapter link to a star is the Degrees to True North [rounded] plus 1:
The star Canopus (above) links to the 144th chapter of the Bible: Num. 27


